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Hypothesis: a multi-modal optical spectroscopic method and an integrated needle probe can be developed for guiding needle biopsy for prostate cancer diagnosis. Multi-modal optical measurements to be utilized for the study are (1) light scattering spectroscopy (LSS), (2) auto-fluorescence spectroscopy (AFS), and (2) auto-fluorescence life-time measurements (AFLT). Our specific aims are: Aim 1: to develop a multi-modal, optical spectroscopic instrument, which allows the measurements of (1) LSS, (2) AFS, and (3) AFLT. The proposed system will be portable, can be used for in vivo measurements, and collect and present the data in real time. Aim 2: to integrate the optical fibers, which collect light scattering and auto-fluorescence from the prostate tissue, into a transrectal-ultrasound, needle-biopsy probe. In the development phase, the optical signatures of prostate cancer can be collected with the biopsy tissues and identified along every tract of needle biopsies. Aim 3: to collect optical signals of control and cancer tissues ex vivo along with the regular human needle biopsy, followed by classification algorithm development to discriminate cancer tissues. Aim 4: to perform in vivo measurement from human subjects to obtain the accuracy and sensitivity of the integrated probe in order to provide real-time, on-site, improved guidance for prostate cancer tissue biopsy. 
Introduction
The overall hypothesis for this study is that a multi-modal optical spectroscopic method and an integrated needle probe can be developed for guiding needle biopsy for prostate cancer diagnosis. Multi-modal optical measurements to be utilized for the study were (1) light reflectance spectroscopy (LRS), (2) autofluorescence spectroscopy (AFS), and (3) auto-fluorescence life-time measurements (AFLM).
The project has four specific aims: Aim 1: to develop a multi-modal, optical spectroscopic instrument, which allows the measurements of (1) LRS, (2) AFS, and (3) AFLM. The proposed system will be portable, can be used for in vivo measurements, and collect and present the data in real time.
Aim 2: to integrate the optical fibers, which collect light scattering and auto-fluorescence from the prostate tissue, into a transrectal-ultrasound, needle-biopsy probe. In the development phase, the optical signatures of prostate cancer can be collected with the biopsy tissues and identified along every tract of needle biopsies.
Aim 3:
to collect optical signals of control and cancer tissues ex vivo, followed by classification algorithm development to discriminate cancer tissues.
Aim 4: to perform in vivo measurement from human subjects to obtain the accuracy and sensitivity of the integrated probe in order to provide real-time, on-site, improved guidance for prostate cancer tissue biopsy.
Body of the Report
We completed Aim 1 in our Year 1 effort and reported it in Year 1 report. The 2 nd year report summarized the work that we had performed in Year 2 from Sept. 1, 2010 to Dec. 31, 2011, mainly for Aim 2 and partially for Aim 3. This report will provide the information on our comprehensive effort to achieve Aim 3 in details and list corresponding achievements obtained during this period of time, as given below.
Aim 3: to collect optical signals of control and cancer tissues ex vivo, followed by classification algorithm development to discriminate cancer tissues.
In Year 2, we assembled an integrated unit for LRS and AFLM and tested them using laboratory tissue phantoms, followed by ex vivo measurements from several human prostate specimens after immediate removal from the patients. To accurately quantify cancer-specific signatures from both LRS and AFLM, we needed to perform comprehensive data analyses and to develop appropriate classification algorithms to discriminate cancer tissues, as described below.
Patients and sample size measured
The study was conducted as per the guidelines of Institutional Review Board at UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX, and each patient's consent was obtained before the surgery. The study population was selected based on previous biopsy records and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) report. Selection criteria was high grade cancer (Gleason score ≥ 7), and high volume cancer (assessed by % involvement of the biopsy cores).
The sample size distribution is given in Table 1 . A total of 29 prostate glands were measured. However, 6 samples showed 25% or less prostate cancer tissue (PCa) upon histopathology, and were excluded from analysis. Remaining 23 samples were used for data analysis. Some glands had multiple foci of PCa, resulting in 27 regions measured from 23 glands. Within each region, several (~8) optical readings were taken. Overall, 221 PCa locations were measured and categorized based on histopathology results into GS 7 (125), GS 8 (40) or GS 9 (56). Corresponding benign peripheral zone tissue (nPZ) and benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH) in each gland were also confirmed by histopathology and their distribution is also given in Table 1 . The data fitting was achieved through Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) by implementing a non-linear least squares curve fitting method. Also, intensity-weighted mean lifetime (τ m ) [2] was calculated, as given in Eq. (2):
Thus, five parameters of τ 1 , τ 2 , a 1 , a 2 and τ m were calculated for each of the four emission wavelengths (at 532 nm, 562 nm, 632 nm, 684 nm), giving us 20 parameters at each measured tissue location. Each of these parameters was further evaluated for significant differences among three types of prostate tissues: PCa versus two major benign prostate tissues, nPZ and BPH. We used a linear mixed model regression analysis for repeated measures, implemented in SAS software (SAS Institute Inc., NC, USA). Out of total 20 features, 16 features showed significant difference (p<0.001) for PCa vs nPZ and 19 features showed significant difference (p<0.001) when comparing PCa vs BPH.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows four of the AFLS features (i.e., mean-lifetime τ m at all four wavelengths) that are significantly different between PCa versus nPZ and PCa sersus BPH. In the figure, the '*' above nPZ and BPH bars indicates significant difference (p < 0.05), when compared to PCa, and error bars indicate standard error of mean.
Data analysis for LRS
A spectral width of 500-850 nm was chosen; the corresponding data were fitted to a mathematical model (Eq. 3), details of which have been previously described in [3] . Briefly, in Eq. (3a), λ is the wavelength, R is the measured reflectance, μ s ' is the scattering coefficient, μ a is the absorption coefficient, and k 1 & k 2 are empirically determined calibration constants. ) was also calculated. Water concentration was assumed to be constant at 80%. Apart from tissue chormophores, we also measured the absorption spectra of the surface inking dyes, which were used routinely for histology marks, and included in the mathematical model to account for any residual dyes on the prostate tissue.
Scattering coefficient at 750 nm (μ s ' (750) ), which is a parameter related to mean cell size and density in the measured region, was also obtained by fitting Eq. (3a). Thus, overall 6 parameters/features were extracted for each of 539 curves. These parameters were then analyzed for statistical differences between PCa and nPZ, as well as PCa and BPH, and p-values were obtained using a mixed model linear regression analysis model implemented in SAS (SAS Institute Inc., NC, USA). When comparing PCa vs nPZ, all LRS parameters except [Mel] showed significant difference (p < 0.001), whereas for PCa vs BPH, [Hb] , [β car ], and μ s ' (750) were found to be significantly (p < 0.02) different (see Fig. 2 ). Note that light scattering was much higher in cancer tissue as compared to other two benign prostate tissue types, and hemoglobin concentrations were lower in PCa than in nPZ. Also, [β car ] in PCa was higher than BPH tissue, but lower than nPZ. Similarly to Fig. 1 , the '*' above nPZ and BPH bars indicates significant difference (p < 0.05), when compared to PCa, and error bars indicate standard error of mean. 
Data classification and accuracy assessment
To test the ability to differentiate cancer from benign tissue, two types of algorithms were implemented. First, we tested the ability to differentiate prostate cancer (PCa, all grades combined), from two benign tissue types (nPZ, BPH) in a 3-way classification algorithm. Next, we evaluated the ability to further differentiate different grades of PCa (i.e. GS 7, GS 8, and GS 9) , in a 5-way classification algorithm. Above two algorithms were evaluated independently for all three methods, namely, LRS, AFLS, and dual modality (LRS + AFLS combined).
The classification was achieved through a multinomial logistic regression (MLR) model with 10-fold cross validation, implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). The detailed description of our MLR model has been described previously [4] . Briefly, first, a set of optimum parameters from a given set of parameters (6 for LRS, 20 for AFLS, and 26 for the combined method) were selected so that they could provide the best classification ability. This step served to remove the redundant features and improve classification accuracy, as well as to avoid over-fitting in the MLR model.
Next, the selected parameters were used in an MLR model, which was implemented with 10-fold cross validation [4] . In 10-fold cross validation, the entire data set (539 observations) was first divided into training set (90% of data) and test set (10% of data). The MLR model was built using the training data, and classification metrics are calculated on the test set, which was not included during model building. We calculated sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and receiver operating curves (ROC) on the test set as the metrics for classification. This procedure was repeated 10 times by selecting different test and training sets each time, thus randomly covering the entire data set. The metrics were further averaged across the 10 test sets. Moreover, the 10-fold cross validation procedure described above was executed 10 times, to obtain a mean and standard deviation of the classification metrics.
Although looking at individual means gives an intuition about fundamental differences in the tissue types, our main goal is to differentiate PCa from non-cancer (nPZ and BPH) prostate tissues. This was achieved by selecting the best parameter set, and using them to classify different tissue types. Table 2 shows results for differentiating PCa (all grades combined) against benign prostate tissue types using LRS or AFLS individually, as well in a combined approach (LRS+AFLS). All the classification metrics indicate better values for the combined method as compared to either of the individual mode. Furthermore, classification metrics for different grade of PCa by Gleason score (GS) was also obtained. The results are listed in Table 3 . Once again, the combined modality shows better accuracy and AUC as compared to each modality individually used for all three Gleason scores.
Conclusions and plan for the extended year
In summary, for the report period from May 2011 to April 2012, we can conclude that auto-fluorescence lifetime decay of prostate cancer tissue with excitation at 447 nm and emission in range of 532 nm to 684 nm shows significant contrast when compared with surrounding benign prostate tissue. This new technique shows a great promise, and further studies with a larger sample size are warranted to assess the technique in vivo. Specifically, in the coming year, we will carry on the development for Aim 4.
